
Animals 
 
Masculine Feminine Young Sound Motion Home 
bear she bear cub growls lumbers den 
billy - goat nanny - goat kid bleats   
boars (pig) sow piglet   sty 
buck (deer) hind fawn bells bounds  
buck (rabbit) doe rack squeals leap hutch /burrow 
bull (cattle) cow calf moos  byre 
bull (elephant) cow calf trumpets ambles  
bull (whale) cow calf    
butterfly butterfly caterpillar    
cock (fowl) hen chicken  struts coop 
cock (pigeon) hen squab coos flutters dove �  cote 
dog bitch pup bark  kennel 
dog (fox) vixen cub   lair  / den 
drake duck duckling quacks waddles  
eagle eagle eaglet    
frog frog tadpole    
gander goose gosling    
leopard leopardess cub    
lion lioness cub roars prowls lair / den 
owl owl owlet   barn / tree 
ram (sheep) ewe lamb bleats frisks pen / fold 
stallion (horse) mare foal neighs gallops stable 
tiger tigress cub roars  lair / den 
tom - cat tabby - cat kitten purrs steals  
wolf she - wolf cub howls lopes  
wasp wasp grub   nest /vespiary 
 



Antonyms 
 
above below big small come          go 
absent present black white cool            warm 
add subtract blunt sharp cry laugh 
alive dead bold timid coward       hero 
all none bright dull daily           nightly 
always never broad narrow dark           bright 
ask answer busy idle day night 
asleep awake buy sell deep           shallow 
back front catch throw depth height 
backwards forwards cheap dear die live 
bad good clean dirty difficult easy 
beautiful ugly clever stupid divide multiply 
before after cloudy clear dry wet 
begin end coarse fine dwarf giant 
bent straight cold hot early late 
east west future past lead follow 
empty full generous selfish lend borrow 
enemy friend give take life death 
everybody nobody happy sad long short 
everywhere nowhere hard soft loss gain 
failure success head tail loud soft 
fair dark heavy light love hate 
far near here there masculine feminine 
fat thin hide show master servant 
few many high low modern ancient 
find lose hill valley morning evening 
finish start in out noisy quiet 
first last inside outside north south 



foolish wise interesting dull often seldom 
forget remember joy sorrow old new 
found lost kind cruel open shut / close 
fresh stale lazy hardworking peace war 
plural singular something nothing this that 
polite rude spend save tight loose 
poor rich stand sit tiny huge 
powerful weak straight crooked top bottom 
proud humble strong weak true false 
question answer summer winter up down 
quick slow sweet sour well ill 
right left talk listen wide narrow 
read write tall short win lose 
rise fall tame wild work rest 
rough smooth teach learn wrong right 
safe dangerous teacher pupil young old 
same different these those   
separate join thick thin   
 
un.    dis.  
certain uncertain lock unlock agree disagree 
dress undress necessary unnecessary appear disappear 
equal unequal ripe unripe honest dishonest 
fair unfair safe unsafe like dislike 
fold unfold screw unscrew obey disobey 
happy unhappy tidy untidy   
healthy unhealthy tie untie in.  
kind unkind true untrue attentive inattentive 
like unlike   correct incorrect 
 



Synonyms 
 
aid help change alter enemy foe 
also too close shut / near fall drop 
animal beast clothes dress false untrue 
answer reply collect gather far distant 
ask question conversation talk gain profit 
bad wicked correct right gay cheerful 
beat hit cruel unkind glad happy 
begin start cunning sly hard difficult 
big large daring brave high tall 
blank empty dear expensive idle lazy 
bottom foot disease sickness ill sick 
brief short dull gloomy join unite 
bright shining dumb mute jump leap 
catch capture edge margin king emperor 
centre middle end finish learn study 
listen hear purchase buy talk speak 
look see quantity amount thief burglar 
mistake error quick fast thin lean 
new modern quiet peaceful top summit 
noted well-known rich wealthy trust believe 
odd peculiar rude  impolite try attempt 
old ancient sad unhappy under below 
port harbour seldom rarely vacant empty 
powerful strong small little war battle 
pretty beautiful smell scent weak feeble 
protect guard stop halt wide broad 
 


